Your recommended experience is:
Flyboarding Experience - 15 Minutes

Your voucher reference is: 10123234-BUY2304706
Pin code: 172624

This voucher expires on: 20 Jul 2014
To activate your voucher and book an experience
Visit: www.buyagift.co.uk/myvoucher

Not quite the right experience for you?
All your vouchers are fully exchangeable at point of activation

This is a face value credit voucher. Suppliers accepting this voucher as payment are bound by the issuer's terms and conditions.
Flyboarding Experience - 15 Minutes

Described by Channel 5's The Gadget Show as Aqua Man meets Iron Man, this Flyboarding experience really is the ultimate adrenaline-pumping blast! You'll be able to soar up to 10 metres above the water as jets of water shoot from hoverboard-style boots and pads attached to your arms and feet! The futuristic and innovative Flyboard is easily the most fun you can have on the water, and you'll receive expert tips from your experience instructor throughout your unforgettable 15 minute session.

visit: www.buyagift.co.uk/myvoucher

Important Information
Your voucher is valid for 10 months. This voucher is for one person. This experience is available on selected dates from March – November only. Minimum age is 16 and maximum age is 80. Maximum weight is 20 stone. Minimum height is 4ft. This experience is not suitable for pregnant women or anyone with the following: dislocated shoulder/wearing a cast, heart conditions, severe back issues, under medication that will make you drowsy. This is a high impact and challenging adrenaline experience, which some people take a while to get the hang of. As such there is no guarantee given that you will be able to successfully fly out of the water during your session. You are however welcome to upgrade to a longer session directly with the supplier at the point of booking if you so wish. Please note you will not be able to take the experience if you are intoxicated or under the influence of drugs. Wetsuits are provided but you are advised to bring a towel and your voucher. All dates are subject to availability.

Agenda
Upon arrival you will be put in a group of 2 - 3 participants and you'll receive a full safety briefing and demonstration from your experienced instructor. Your instructor will introduce you to the Flyboarding equipment and explain how it operates so that you get the most out of your time on the water! Once you have all the knowledge you need you'll be provided with a wetsuit and kitted up, before your turn to enjoy an exhilarating 15 minute session in the water on a Flyboard! Your instructor will be on hand to offer assistance and tips throughout your session, and you'll be amazed as you blast above the water! Please note this experience lasts up to 2 hours in total, however time on the Flyboard will be shared.

Described by Channel 5's The Gadget Show as Aqua Man meets Iron Man, Flyboarding is a truly unique and unforgettable experience! You begin by strapping yourself in to a set of boots and arm-pads fitted with water nozzles. Your instructor then pumps water into your boots and arm-pads, which then shoots out of the nozzles and down to the water below, causing you to lift into the air! You'll be able to manoeuvre yourself by moving your arms and feet, and if you are skilled enough you may even be able to blast across the water at exciting speeds and reach heights up to just over ten metres!

Not quite the right experience for you?
All our vouchers are fully exchangeable at point of activation